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Quantifying the Tradeoff Between Cyber-security
and Location Privacy

Dajiang Suo, M. Elena Renda, and Jinhua Zhao

Abstract—When it comes to location-based services (LBS), user
privacy protection can be in conflict with security of both users
and trips. While LBS providers could adopt privacy preservation
mechanisms to obfuscate customer data, the accuracy of vehicle
location data and trajectories is crucial for detecting anomalies,
especially when machine learning methods are adopted by LBS.

This paper aims to tackle this dilemma by evaluating the
tradeoff between location privacy and security in LBS. In partic-
ular, we investigate the impact of applying location data privacy-
preservation techniques on the performance of two detectors,
namely a Density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN), and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).

The experimental results suggest that, by applying privacy on
location data, DBSCAN is more sensitive to Laplace noise than
RNN, although they achieve similar detection accuracy on the trip
data without privacy preservation. Further experiments reveal
that DBSCAN is not scalable to large size datasets containing
millions of trips, because of the large number of computations
needed for clustering trips. On the other hand, DBSCAN only
requires less than 10% of the data used by RNN to achieve similar
performance when applied to vehicle data without obfuscation,
demonstrating that clustering-based methods can be easily ap-
plied to small datasets. Based on the results, we recommend usage
scenarios of the two types of trajectory anomaly detectors when
applying privacy preservation, by taking into account customers’
need for privacy, the size of the available vehicle trip data, and
real-time constraints of the LBS application.

Index Terms—Anomaly detection, Location privacy, Differen-
tial privacy, Recurrent neural networks, DBSCAN

I. INTRODUCTION

PRIVACY preservation techniques have been explored and
adopted by location-based systems (LBS) providers and

public agencies in their data processing and analytic tasks,
as location data can be used to identify an individual or to
reveal customers’ private information when combined with
other personal identifiable information. Previous data breaches
occurred in the mobility sector [1] led to concerns about
the confidentiality and the potential abuse of customer data
collected by LBS services. However, in cases where location-
based data is aggregated for public interest, such as achieving
system cyber-security, there may be a conflict between the
effort to protect individual privacy and the one to ensure
service security. In fact, the accuracy of vehicle location data
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and trajectories is crucial for determining whether trips are
fabricated by adversaries or selfish drivers with malicious
intent, especially when machine learning methods are adopted
by LBS providers to identify trips’ anomalies.

Among anomalous trips, there are the so called “malicious
trips”, whose locations have been intentionally modified by
selfish drivers who want to gain economic benefits. Although
an in-depth discussion of the reasons why these malicious
behaviors occur is out of the scope of this paper, we want to
point out that usually they are mainly motivated by economic
profits, and they manifest themselves in different ways as
technologies supporting LBS evolve in mobility sectors. As a
classic example, selfish taxi drivers may intentionally prolong
the routes for their customers. As a result, customers will
pay higher rates for trips as travel distances recorded by the
taximeter end up to be longer than necessary with that given
origins and destinations [2]. In the era of shared mobility,
with customers, drivers and service providers relying on edge
devices to communicate (e.g., smart phones), adversaries could
utilize third-part malicious Apps to fake digital traces of
vehicle trips in order to gain digital rewards from shared-
mobility providers [3], [4]. It is interesting to see that such
fraudulent behaviors often occur when a company expands its
ride-hailing services in a new region or country, or it is facing
challenges from competitors and decides to adopt drivers’
rewarding strategies to promote its services [5]. Unfortunately,
these strategies could result in undesired “side effects,” such
as drivers who start to abuse the incentive system to earn more
rewards by cheating.

Engineers in charge of developing information platforms
for shared-mobility services face new challenges under both
security and privacy aspects. On one hand, they need to
select and apply anomaly detection methods that are most
appropriate for the shared-mobility context and can achieve
the best performance in detecting anomalous vehicle trips. On
the other hand, since users are becoming more sensitive to
privacy issues and ask for more, if any technique to preserve
location privacy needs to be applied, security engineers will
also need to evaluate their impact on the detector of anomalies.

This paper tackles this emerging dilemma by evaluating the
tradeoff between location privacy and security in the context of
ride-hailing services. To achieve differential privacy [6] preser-
vation, we use two dimensional Laplace noise to obfuscate
trip data considering both each individual location (location-
based perturbation), and the potential temporal correlation
between locations within the same trajectory (trajectory-based
perturbation). For detecting anomalies in the trips, we use
two techniques based on different mathematical principles,
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namely a Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN), and a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN). To investigate the impact of applying location data
privacy-preservation techniques on the performance of the
detectors, we first fed them with the real location data and then
with the obfuscated one. The experimental results suggest that,
for differential location privacy, DBSCAN is more sensitive
to Laplace noise than RNN, although they achieve similar
detection accuracy on the vehicle trip data without privacy
protection. In fact, even with small levels of privacy noise,
there is a 15% decrease in area under the curve (AUC) scores
for DBSCAN, while RNN only suffers a 5% decrease with
the same noise level.

Aligning with our goal of helping the general audience gain-
ing a better understanding of the impact of arising malicious
behaviors in shared mobility, and enabling security engineers
to select anomaly detectors while taking into account privacy
issues, this paper provides the following contributions:
• A comprehensive review of different types of adversarial

behaviors in the mobility sectors and, for each of them,
the motivating factors and attack methods are provided.

• A comparison of the performance of two techniques for
malicious trip detection. Furthermore, for each detection
technique, we evaluate the impact of applying location
data privacy mechanisms on their performance. The re-
sults from experimental evaluation allow us to quantify
the tradeoff between location privacy and security.

• A set of recommendations for engineers to select anomaly
detectors based on specific business needs, the size of
datasets, and privacy requirements.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an
overview of previous work on detection methods and differ-
ential privacy, and their application to location-based systems;
Section III provides motivation for conducting this research
work; Section IV describes the proposed evaluation framework
for quantifying the tradeoff between location privacy and
security, including the vehicle trips dataset used, the obfus-
cation mechanism that adds two-dimensional Laplace noise
to location data, the DBSCAN clustering algorithm and the
recurrent neural network (RNN) for classifying vehicle trip
into malicious or normal ones. In Section V, we show the
experiments we conducted to test the detection performance
of RNN model and DBSCAN as we vary the noise level added
to trip locations/trajectories, and we provide some discussion
on the results. Section VI concludes by discussing limitations
of this work and potential future developments.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Approaches for detecting anomalous trajectories can be
categorized into rule-based and learning-based. The former has
been focused on mining normal travel patterns from GPS data
and conduct anomaly checking based on these patterns [7].
The basic idea is to first define clusters of “normal trajectories”
between an origin-destination pair as routes that a majority of
vehicles will take. A new trajectory can then be determined
as anomalous if its driving patterns such as choice of road
segments, average speed, or travel distance are significantly

different from those in the normal clusters. Liu et Al. [8]
propose a speed-based fraud detection system to detect a
taxi driver’s overcharging customers. Wang et Al. conduct
trajectory clustering between pickup and drop-off points and
measure the similarity among trajectories for the same cluster
to determine which one is anomalous [9]. Zhang and Chen
propose an “isolation-based” detection method that can not
only determine whether a route is anomalous or not, but
also tell which road segments in the subsets of the route are
accountable ([10], [11]).

Deep neural networks have been gaining attention from both
academia and industry to deal with GPS trajectory data for
prediction tasks, such as vehicle or trajectory classification
([12], [13]), travel prediction ([14], [15], [16]), and charac-
terizing driving styles [17]. For trajectory data of vehicle
movement, although some research suggests that extracting
semantic and statistical features can improve the performance
of deep learning models (e.g., the accuracy of detection,
receiver operating characteristics curve, etc.), it requires fewer
efforts than rule-based approaches in features engineering.
Besides, deep neural networks can deal with GPS sequences
with variable length [18]. In particular, for malicious behaviors
in the context of ride-hailing, service providers have been
studying the use of deep neural networks such as convolution
neural networks (CNN), Long-term short Memory (LSTM),
and Generative neural networks (GAN) in detecting malicious
behaviors from drivers [19].

In addition to methods building on deep neural networks,
there exist alternative machine learning algorithms for trajec-
tory anomaly detection [20]. For example, clustering-based
approaches such as DBSCAN has been gaining popularity in
recent years for trajectory anomaly detection ([21], [22]).

The notion of differential privacy is first introduced by
Dwork to protect the privacy of every individual whose
data is aggregated in a database for statistical analyses [23].
Chatzikokolakis extends standard definition of differential pri-
vacy to make it applicable to location-based services [6]. The
concept captures the level of distinguishability that a proba-
bilistic algorithm (thereafter referred as mechanism) achieves
when applying it to two adjacent datasets (two datasets are
said to be adjacent if they only differ in one element) [23].

Similar ideas that adapt differential privacy to location-
based crowd sensing scenarios have also been explored in [24],
[25], [26].

Although in all the work presented above, as well as in this
work, the notion of differential location privacy is explored, the
assumption of adversarial behaviors is very different. The goal
of adversaries in [24] is to cause erroneous aggregated mea-
surements (e.g., traffic flow in a given road segment) derived
from data shared by a group of vehicles. In [25] and [26], the
adversaries want to infer the approximate locations of users.
In our work, the adversaries are trying to fake trajectories of
individual users to fool the anomaly detector.

In addition to the notion of differential location privacy,
which prevents adversaries from inferring the single location
of each mobile-platform user, there exists literature that in-
vestigates a different but related notion, called differential
trajectory privacy ([27], [28]), which aims at avoiding the
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tracking of user trajectory within a period of time. Our work
considers the impact of both location privacy and trajectory
privacy on anomalous trip detection.

It is important to outline that the need for location pri-
vacy, e.g. obtained through data obfuscation techniques, and
trajectory anomaly detection, e.g. through machine learning
(ML) methods, are at odds, as the former tends to reduce
the accuracy of location data which, in turn, might reduce
the effectiveness of anomaly detection. The negative impact
of differential privacy mechanisms on ML model accuracy is
explored in [29], where the authors also provide an insightful
explanation of this negative impact from the perspective of
gradient updates. While in [29] the authors focus on supervised
learning algorithm, where the classification task is performed
with pre-defined class labels, our work focuses on unsu-
pervised learning algorithms, where the anomaly detection
classification is performed without any label information. The
proposed evaluation framework can be used by designers and
security engineers to find a tradeoff between protecting loca-
tion privacy for individual customers and detecting anomalous
trips with unsupervised learning techniques.

III. MOTIVATION

Malicious behaviors related to location-based data started to
arise among greedy drivers in traditional taxi services, where
taxi drivers could play tricks to inflate charges to customers.
For example, a taxi driver could manipulate the scale of
the taximeter so to record a larger travel distance and faster
speed than a normal one does [8]. Some drivers could also
intentionally prolong the route for the same purpose [2].

On the security vulnerabilities respect, the integration of
mobile sensing and wireless communication technologies into
urban mobility systems have created new attack options,
including:
• Location spoofing attacks on mobile-sensing platforms.

Consumer devices, such as smartphones or GPS-based
navigation systems installed on vehicles, often become
the target of location spoofing. An external adversary
with a customized GPS spoofer could compromise the
navigation system of nearby devices, with the goal to
get the mobile navigation system plan incorrect routes
by injecting manipulated GPS locations [30]. An inside
adversary could instead install malware or third-party
Apps on a mobile device to create fake digital trajectories
to be sent to the cloud server owned by mobility service
provider [3]. In this case, the goal of the inside adversary
could be to abuse the incentive systems provided by
mobility service providers to gain digital rewards [4].
For example, Uber drivers in Nigeria utilized open-source
Apps to modify GPS traces to increase the travel distance
and inflate charges to customers [3]. Another example in-
volves some Uber drivers in Beijing, China, sending fake
vehicle trips to the mobility service providers without
physically going to the claimed locations, since whoever
finishes a certain number of trips will be rewarded a
certain amount of points to be cashed later [4]. These
location-spoofing attacks are quite similar to the ones

occurred in virtual games built upon mobile sensing
platforms, such as Pokémon Go [31].

• Location spoofing attacks on Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
communications. The adoption of V2V communication
could create security vulnerabilities that could be utilized
by inside adversaries to launch cyber attacks. For exam-
ple, a compromised vehicle might broadcast malicious
location messages to influence the driving maneuver of
nearby vehicles [32].

• Location spoofing attacks on Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communications. Similar to V2V communication,
V2I communication could also suffer cyber threats re-
sulting from location spoofing. A vehicle with malicious
intent could send through V2I channels false trajectory
information to the road infrastructure, such as, for in-
stance, a traffic signal controller [33]. Traffic controllers
use vehicle shared location and trajectory information to
optimize signal timing, and in presence of false trajecto-
ries would follow an non-optimal strategy for adjusting
signal phases. This will create extra intersection delays
and increase the chance of traffic congestion.

To mitigate cyber threats due to location spoofing, mobility
services and infrastructure providers have developed analytical
and data-driven models built from regular vehicle trips to
detect malicious trips containing anomalous trajectories ([11],
[34], [35]). The effectiveness of a model for anomaly detection
in LBS depends not only on the sophistication of the model but
also, and more importantly, on the accuracy and correctness of
collected location data. In emerging mobility systems, though,
the collection, sharing, usage, and storage of location data
also raise customer privacy concerns, since location data could
reveal valuable information on customer behaviors/habits. In
order to gain customer trust and meet privacy laws and
regulations, like the EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [36] and the California Consumer Privacy Act [37],
mobility service providers may choose to apply privacy preser-
vation techniques to vehicle trips, such as obfuscating original
location data, during the data collection process. The problem
is that the noise introduced to protect location data might
affect the effectiveness of models built to detect for malicious
behaviors.

To show how noise can be injected into location-based
data in mobile sensing platforms to achieve some privacy
level, here we present three typical architectures that have
been explored for privacy preservation, namely the client-
server (centralized), the distributed, and the trusted third-party
location server architecture [38].

• In the client-server architecture [39], each vehicle sends
its GPS traces to a secure and trusted data server within
a centralized fleet management and traffic control center.
The data server applies privacy-preservation techniques to
the GPS traces before permanently storing and/or sharing
them for analytic tasks.

• In the distributed architecture, the algorithm for pri-
vacy preservation is deployed within the users’ edge
device [40], hence location data will be obfuscated or
sampled before being sent.
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(a) Training stage: GPS-generated trajectories are obfuscated by
adding two-dimensional noise, before being sent to the cloud
server owned by the mobility service provider, in order to train
the ML model.

(b) Detection stage: The trained ML model can determine if a
vehicle trip was tampered or faked by adversaries.

Fig. 1: The proposed framework for quantifying the tradeoff between location privacy and security. To understand this tradeoff,
we quantify the influence of different levels of noise (i.e., level of privacy protection) added to location data on the detection
accuracy.

• In the trusted data server architecture ([41], [42]), location
data can only be accessed through secure APIs, even
for requests coming from the location service provider.
This design has the advantage of protecting location data
against data breaches by inside attackers, at the expense
though of increased deployment cost and communication
overhead between the location data server and the LBS.
Every vehicle periodically updates its status by sending
location-related data to the server. The LBS delegates the
tasks of processing location data, such as route scheduling
and path planning, to the location data server every time
a new request is received from vehicles. If there is the
need to publish these datasets or send data to the LBS, the
server applies data preservation techniques beforehand.

While the client-server architecture can protect customer
data from external exploitation of publicly available datasets,
the last two architectures aim at protecting data confidentiality
against inside adversaries in the event of data breaches.

This paper focuses on privacy risks arising from inside
adversaries, and we assume that either the customer mobile
sensing device or a trusted third-party data server will apply
data preservation techniques to the collected location data,
before the data is sent to the mobility service provider for
any analytic tasks. The proposed framework for anomalous
trip detection in presence of privacy preservation and the
evaluation of the privacy-security tradeoff is shown in Fig. 1.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This paper explores the tradeoff between location privacy
and security in ride-hailing services by evaluating the impact
of differential location privacy schemes on different anomalous
trip detectors. As shown in Fig. 1, without privacy preservation
trajectory information of each vehicle trip will be directly sent
(dashed lines) from the customer edge device to the mobility
service provider, which relies on machine learning models to
determine if the trip was tampered or faked. However, to meet
customers’ need for privacy, the edge device will be required to
send trip data to a trusted server in charge of obfuscating GPS
locations before routing them to the mobility service provider.

Since adding noise to location data can result in a degraded
performance in detecting anomalies, we will try to understand
how and to what extent differential location privacy will
decrease the accuracy of the detectors, by comparing the
performance they achieve with the original data and the one
they achieve with the obfuscated data (i.e., without and with
privacy).

In the following, after some preliminaries, we describe
in detail the malicious trip generation phase, the location
perturbation phase, and the malicious trip detection phase.

A. Preliminaries

Definition 4.1: A trajectory Xn is a sequence of tuple
x1, ..., xn where xi represents the geo-location coordinates
(logi, lati) of a vehicle at a certain time step. A mobility
service provider will use the trajectory data to determine if the
reported trip is malicious. Here, we assume that the mobility
service provider will have to make queries through the trust
data server, rather than getting direct access to the trajectory
data.

Definition 4.2: Geo-indistinguishability [6]. Assume K :
X → P (Z) to be a probabilistic mechanism that maps each
location element in X(x ∈ X) to a location in Z(z ∈ Z)
with a probability P (Z). Then, a mechanism K is said to be
ε− geodistinguishable if and only if for all x, x′, we have

dp(K(x),K(x′)) ≤ εd(x, x′) (1)

where dp(., .) = supx,x′∈X

∣∣∣ K(x)
K(x′)

∣∣∣ represents the mul-
tiplicative distance between two distributions; and d(x, x′)
denotes the Euclidean distance between two locations x and
x′. Moreover, Equation (1) can be re-written as K(x) ≤
eεd(x,x

′)K(x′), where ε denotes the inverse of the added noise.
Intuitively, in an LBS adopting mechanism K for privacy
preservation, the user experiences εd(x, x′) privacy, because
the probability that the mechanism reports the location z, given
input locations x and x′, only differs by a multiplicative factor.
In other words, the smaller is the value for ε, the more noise
will be added to the original locations.
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(a) DBSCAN architecture for anomalous trip detection.
(b) RNN architecture for anomalous trip detection [43].

Fig. 2: Anomalous trip detectors built with two different unsupervised learning techniques.

B. Attack models and malicious trip generation

To evaluate the impact of privacy-preservation mechanisms
on anomalous trip detectors, we need a groundtruth dataset
containing both normal and malicious trips, labeled. However,
no such publicly available dataset exists to the best of our
knowledge, so we had to generate one. There are three
common strategies for deriving anomalous trajectories from
normal vehicle trips, to later use for model evaluation. The
first one is to inject trip trajectories that do not belong to any
trip used in training, as suggested by Min-hwan [34]. The
second one involves extracting and isolating special trips that
significantly differ from the rest of the training dataset and
define them as anomalous. For example, Gray et Al. isolate
trajectory data of different transportation modes (private car vs.
bike or public transit) and treat the former as malicious [35].
The third type of strategy is to formulate the anomalous trip
generation as an optimization problem with an explicit attack
goal and geospatial constraints [44]. We adopt an approach that
merges the first and third strategies. The trips dataset we use
in our experiments is the Portugal taxi trajectory dataset [45],
which includes trajectories from 442 taxis in Porto, Portugal
between July 1st, 2013 and June 3rd, 2014. It was released
in Kaggle ECML/PKDD 15: Taxi Trajectory Prediction (I)
competition, and it has been widely used in academia for
benchmarking new algorithms for trajectory modeling [16],
[18], [46] and malicious trip detection [34]. We generate and
inject new (malicious) trips into the Porto dataset considering
simplified assumptions on attacker’s goals and constraints, as
shown in the optimization problem below.

max
Xn′

||R(Xn)−R(Xn′)||2 (2a)

s.t. sim(Xn, Xn′) ≤ B (2b)
m/n ≤ q (2c)
xn,i ∈ Xn, xn′,i ∈ Xn′ (2d)
Xn′ ∈ Ωxmap (2e)

The objective function in Equation 2a represents the ad-
versary’s goal of maximizing the difference between the
rewards deriving from a normal trajectory Xn and the tam-
pered/fabricated trajectory Xn′ . Equation 2b sets a constraint
on the shape of the whole fabricated trajectory by the ad-
versary. The similarity function sim(Xn, Xn′) measures the
difference between Xn and Xn′ and B denotes the total
budget for trajectory differences [47]. In its simplest form,
the similarity function can be expressed as d(xn,i, xn′,i) = c,
where c represents the extent to which each location in
the spoofed GPS trajectory diverges from the original one.
Therefore, it sets a constraint on the difference between two
locations in the normal and malicious trajectories respectively,
meaning that the Euclidean distance between location xn
in the normal trajectory and location xn′ in the malicious
trajectory must be less than distance c (meters). Equation 2c
denotes the proportion of location points that are tampered
by an adversary, where m represents the number of tampered
locations. Given the definitions above, we can now use the pair
(c, q) to describe the level of malicious intent of the adversary.

The last condition Equation 2e means that each point in
the trajectory Xn′ must belong to a feasible region Ω on the
map, so the whole trajectory is more plausible. For example,
a location with GPS coordinates in a river or extreme altitude
might be implausible [19].

C. Location perturbation for differential privacy
For perturbing vehicle location data to achieve differential

location privacy, we adopt Geo-Indistinguishability [6] by
adding two dimensional Laplace noise to the trip data. Defi-
nition 4.2 provided in Section IV-A gives insights on how an
edge device or a trusted data server, given the actual location
x of the user, could obfuscate x to generate the location x′

before sending it to the mobility service provider. The function
for achieving this purpose is Dε(x)(z) = ε2

2π e
−εd(x,z), which

follows a two-dimensional Laplace distribution. Intuitively,
this distribution means that the probability that the mechanism
K generates a point near x decreases exponentially as the
Euclidean distance between x and x′ increases.
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In addition to the Geo-Indistinguishability mechanism,
which perturbs individual locations within each trajectory, we
also investigate how the correlation among locations could
influence the perturbation algorithm. For scenarios involving
real-time (and continuous) reporting of the user location,
an adversary who has gained some prior knowledge from
previous locations reported by the user could utilize Bayesian
inference techniques to predict the next possible locations the
user may visit, even if all previously reported locations have
been perturbed [48]. For example, for a vehicle traveling from
the west to the east, if Geo-Indistinguishability happens to
shift the first five user-reported locations all to the north, then
it will not be wise to perturb the next (i.e., sixth) location to
a point locate in the south. This is because the adversary may
gain the knowledge that the approximate region the user may
visit next is more likely to locate north to the horizontal line
formed by the first five locations.

To resolve the concern arising from temporal correlation
between locations, we adopt an algorithm called Predicative
Mechanism, derived from [28], and use it as a benchmark
for Geo-Indistinguishability in our experiments. For the sake
of brevity, we refer to Geo-Indistinguishability as location-
based perturbation and the privacy preservation mechanism
considering temporal correlation [28] as trajectory-based per-
turbation.

D. Malicious trip detection

This paper evaluates both RNN and DBSCAN for anomaly
detection in vehicle trajectory data while applying location
privacy. These two models have been selected as each one
is representative of one category of techniques often used in
trajectory anomaly detection: non-parametric distance-based
clustering (DBSCAN) [49] and pattern mining based on re-
current neural networks (RNN) [20]. From the perspective
of data processing, there are two major differences between
DBSCAN and RNN. First, unlike RNN, DBSCAN can be
applied directly to vehicle trip data for detecting anomalies
without training, which often requires the collection of a large
amount of vehicle trip data. Second, DBSCAN assumes that
the information of complete vehicle trajectories is available
(i.e., off-line detection), especially origins and destinations,
while RNN can be applied to vehicle trips that only contains
partial trajectory information. For this reason, RNN is often
used in on-line anomaly detection when mobility service
providers need to collect each vehicle’s locations in real-time.
To ensure a fair comparison between DBSCAN and RNN,
we use vehicle trip data with complete trajectory information,
as required by DBSCAN. In the following we introduce both
techniques.

1) DBSCAN: DBSCAN has been used in literature for
identifying outliers from trajectory datasets ([21], [22]). As
shown in Fig. 2a, the key idea is to group a set of vehicle
trips into different clusters and find trips that do not belong to
any cluster. To achieve this goal, a metric that measures how
similar any two trajectories are must be defined. This paper
extends the DBSCAN algorithm derived in [22] by adopting
a new metric, called Frechet Distance [50], to measure the

similarity between different trajectories. Specifically, given
two curves (i.e., trajectories in the context of our discussion)
A and B each of which is a mapping from [a, b] ([a′, b′]) onto
a metric space S, their Frechet Distance is defined as

F (A,B) = inf
α,β

max
t∈[0,1]

{d(A(α(t)), B(β(t)))} (3)

where α and β are arbitrary continuous non-decreasing
functions mapping from [0, 1] to [a, b] and [a′, b′] respectively.
In our implementation of DBSCAN, we use the discrete
version of Frechet Distance [51] since each trip consists of
discrete geo-locations sampled from GPS devices.

A trip belonging to a given cluster has smaller “distance”,
in terms of similarity, from trips within the same cluster, than
from trips belonging to a different cluster.

2) RNN: We are also interested in an “end-to-end” mali-
cious behavior detection method [35] by using deep neural
networks. Unlike DBSCAN, which requires the manual selec-
tion of the minimum number of trips for each cluster, this type
of method takes original trip data and output a label indicating
whether the trip is malicious or not. Specifically, we adopt
RNNs, a specialized type of neural network that is good at
processing sequential data (e.g., GPS trajectory) [52]. It takes
inputs at every (distributed) time step and gives outputs at
either each step corresponding to inputs, or at the last step. In
our analyses, we use the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
model [53], which is a modified version of RNNs. The reason
is that the former is capable of learning long-term spatial
dependencies between GPS points that are far apart from each
other [16], namely, those GPS points that are more likely
to co-occur in vehicle trajectories. The actual architecture of
RNNs we use as the benchmark for testing privacy preser-
vation techniques in this paper is called ”Gaussian Mixture
Variational Sequence AutoEncoder” (GMVSAE) [43] (shown
in Fig. 2b), which achieved high performance in anomaly
detection for the Porto dataset we use for our experiments.
In the training stage, given GPS trajectory X as input, the
encoder part learns (low-dimensional) latent vectors Z, which
is used to reconstruct the inputs as X ′. In the prediction stage,
any new trip that got a high reconstruction error (denoted as
1
n

∑n
i (xi−x

′

i)
2) will be regarded as malicious. One feature of

the GMVSAE is that the latent vector is probabilistic and it is
enforced to follow Gaussian distribution (p(z) in Fig. 2b). It is
worth noting that, despite the selection of the specific neural
network architecture in this paper, the framework for privacy-
security tradeoff evaluation is applicable to other scenarios
where machine learning algorithms are used for detecting
anonymous behaviors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As mentioned earlier, in our experiments we use the Portu-
gal taxi trajectory dataset [45].

Since we would like to choose the state-of-the-art deep neu-
ral network as the benchmark for comparing the performance
of the proposed clustering-based approach, we use the same
setting for the Porto taxi dataset used in [43], which achieves
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the best performance in trajectory anomaly detection by using
RNNs. Specifically, we select 251,550 trips which do not have
gps errors and have a higher gps sampling rate (more than 25
gps points in a trajectory) and group these trips into 428419
groups each of which has a unique origin-destination (OD)
pair. For each OD group, 5 trips are randomly selected for
testing while the rest are used for training, leading to a total
of 11,811 testing trips.

Clearly, the same trips are used as input to DBSCAN, since
it can be directly applied to anomalous trip detection without
training. It is worth mentioning that, unlike the RNN-based ap-
proach, DBSCAN requires the manual selection of parameters
(i.e., the minimum number of trips within each micro-cluster,
as shown in Fig. 2a) every time a new Laplace noise level is
chosen for privacy preservation. In our experiments, the value
of the minimum number of trips within each micro-cluster
ranges between 2 and 5 for three levels of epsilon.

B. Simulation results and discussion

In this paper we want to evaluate the impact of different
privacy perturbation techniques on the two classifiers adopted,
i.e., DBSCAN and RNN. For each classifier, we apply both
location-based and trajectory-based perturbation to vehicle trip
data before feeding the data to the classifier for detecting
anomalies. Additionally, we conduct experiments to under-
stand to what extent shifting origin-destination pairs in each
trajectory could influence the performance of the classifiers.

To quantify the impact of perturbing trip location data on
the classifiers’ performance, we adopt receiver operating char-
acteristics curve (ROC) and AUC scores as the performance
metrics in detecting anomalous trips. Also, we control and
change the values of two parameters during the experiments,
namely the level of two-dimensional Laplace noise (ε) added
to the data, and the level of malicious intent (denoted as (c, p)
according to the definition provided following Equation 2.
By varying these two parameters, engineers can evaluate the
performance of DBSCAN and RNN and decide whether to
increase or decrease the privacy level (e.g., Laplace noise) to
satisfy customers with different privacy needs, or based on the
behaviors of adversaries.

1) The influence of privacy perturbation: When the original
vehicle locations are directly used for anomaly detection,
i.e. without applying any privacy perturbation, DBSCAN and
RNN achieve similar performance in detecting anomalous
trips, as shown in Figures 3a, 4a, and 5a. As expected, by
increasing privacy level through adding Laplace noise to vehi-
cle trips results in a decreased performance in differentiating
between anomalous and regular trips, for both DBSCAN and
RNN. However, DBSCAN suffers a more serious performance
degradation than RNN as we add more noises to the trip
data. The AUC score achieved by DBSCAN drops to less
than 0.65 even for small privacy perturbations (ε = 0.1), as
shown in Figures 3b, 4b, and 5b. For the same level of
privacy perturbation, RNN can still maintain an AUC score
10% higher than DBSCAN’s. The experimental results suggest
that RNN is a better fit for situations where the collection of
raw location-based data is not allowed.

In addition to location-based perturbation, we also inves-
tigate the impact of applying trajectory-based perturbation
on anomaly detection. The trajectory-based perturbation is
a privacy-preservation mechanism designed for perturbing
vehicle trajectory whenever a new location comes in, which is
often used in scenarios where on-line monitoring or continuous
reporting of user locations is necessary. Since DBSCAN is an
off-line anomaly detection mechanism and can only be applied
when every location within a trajectory is collected, we only
evaluate RNN performance with trajectory-based perturbation.

The performance of RNN in detecting anomalous trips
under different privacy perturbation mechanisms is shown in
Fig. 6. According to the simulation results, RNN achieves bet-
ter AUC score when trajectory-based perturbation is applied to
vehicle trip data. However, the difference between trajectory-
based and location-based privacy perturbation is not significant
for all malicious intent level shown in Figures 6a, 6b, 6c (only
0.2 difference in the AUC score is observed).

2) The influence of O-D locations in generated anomalous
trips: In addition to privacy-preservation mechanisms, we also
evaluate the influence of shifting O-D pairs of the gener-
ated anomalous trips on the two classifiers. This is because
adversaries with the prior knowledge of possible origin and
destination locations that normal drivers may visit can inten-
tionally generate malicious trips which looks more plausible:
each trip has an origin and a destination located in the same
region as normal trips. Fig. 7 and 8 illustrate the influence
of O-D locations on the performance of DBSCAN and RNN
respectively. The legend of “shifted OD” in both figures means
that adversaries will randomly generate locations of origins
and destinations when building anomalous trips, while the
legend of “same OD” means that adversaries will carefully
choose origins and destinations which are close to those O-D
pairs visited by normal drivers based on prior knowledge.

For DBSCAN, when no privacy perturbation is applied to
the original vehicle trip data, the classifier achieves better
performance in finding anomalies with shifted O-D pairs (cyan
curves in Fig. 7) than trips that contains same O-D pairs
(orange curves in Fig. 7), as shown in Fig. 7a, 7b, and 7c.
For example, when no privacy perturbation is applied to the
trip data and malicious intent value is (300m,0.5), DBSCAN
can achieve 0.82 AUC score in detecting anomalous trips
with shifted O-D pairs, while the classifier only achieves 0.75
AUC score in detecting anomalous trips with same O-D pairs.
However, the performance difference becomes smaller as more
noise is added to perturb the trip data. For privacy perturbation
with a noise level of ε = 0.1, only 0.02 difference is observed
between shifted and same O-D pairs, as shown in Fig. 7a.

For RNN, when no privacy perturbation is applied to the
original vehicle trip data, the classifier achieves almost the
same performance in finding anomalies between shifted O-D
pairs (cyan curves in Fig. 8a) and trips that contains same O-D
pairs (orange curves in Fig. 8a).

These results are consistent with those we presented earlier
in Figures 3, 4, and 5, confirming that DBSCAN is more
vulnerable than RNN to location perturbation for achieving
differential privacy. The general remarks on the performance
of DBSCAN and RNN when applying trip location privacy
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TABLE I: The influence of privacy preservation techniques on anomaly detectors.

Privacy preservation
Anomaly detection DBSCAN RNN

Location-based perturbation (i.e., Geo-
Indistinguishability)

The DBSCAN classifier is extremely sensitive
to location-based perturbation. The AUC score
dropped to less than 0.65 even for small privacy
perturbations with ε = 0.1.

The RNN classifier is less sensitive to location-
based perturbation than DBSCAN. However, the
AUC score also dropped to less than 0.65 for all
malicious intent values.

Trajectory-based perturbation (i.e., Geo-
Indistinguishability considering the correlations
among locations within each trajectory)

Not applicable as DBSCAN only supports off-
line detection with complete trajectory informa-
tion

Trajectory-based perturbation enables the RNN
classifier to achieve better AUC score, especially
when the privacy level is high (e.g., ε >0.1)

(a) Without privacy protection (b) When ε=0.1 (c) When ε=0.01

Fig. 3: Comparing the classification accuracy between DBSCAN and RNN under different differential privacy levels. The value
of malicious intent is set to (c, q)=(300m,0.5).

(a) Without privacy protection (b) When ε=0.1 (c) When ε=0.01

Fig. 4: Comparing the classification accuracy between DBSCAN and RNN under different differential privacy levels. The value
of malicious intent is set to (c, q)=(500m,0.7).

(a) Without privacy protection (b) When ε=0.1 (c) When ε=0.01

Fig. 5: Comparing the classification accuracy between DBSCAN and RNN under different differential privacy levels. The value
of malicious intent is set to (c, q)=(700m,1.0).

perturbation are reported in Table I. C. Recommended usage scenarios of the anomaly detectors

Based on the results from the experimental evaluation pre-
sented in this paper, when models for anomaly detection have
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(a) (c, q)=(300m,0.5) (b) (c, q)=(500m,0.7) (c) (c, q)=(700m,1.0)

Fig. 6: The influence of considering correlations among locations within each trajectory in location perturbation on the
classification accuracy by RNN. For same values of malicious intent, applying trajectory-based perturbation allows the proposed
RNN model to achieve better performance in detecting anomalies than location-based perturbation.

to be chosen, we recommend engineers to take three aspects
into account: customers’ need for privacy preservation (i.ee.,
level of privacy); the size of the available vehicle trip data; and
the required timing constraints of the specific mobility service
provider.

Since DBSCAN is vulnerable to 2d noise, detectors based
on deep neural networks are a more appropriate choice if
there is the need of applying privacy perturbation to vehicle
locations before data is sent from the edge devices to the cloud
servers.

Additionally, DBSCAN suffers from scalability issues due
to the large number of computations needed for calculating
trip similarities, which grows exponentially witht the number
of trips. The scalability is not only a DBSCAN issue, but it is
related to other unsupervised anomaly detectors that use the
notion of trajectories similarity in clustering. On this respect,
the RNN technique discussed in this paper, such as other deep
learning methods, are much more efficient as they only rely
on the difference (e.g., mean square error) between reported
locations and the location reconstructed by the neural networks
to determine if a given candidate trip is anomalous.

Despite these limitations, clustering-based unsupervised
learning algorithms are still widely used in finding trip anoma-
lies or discovering interesting travel patterns for small trip
datasets. Furthermore, DBSCAN can be directly applied to
vehicle trips without pre-training, while RNN requires large
amount of trip data for training the neural networks. The
experimental results presented here suggest that DBSCAN and
RNN have similar performance while the number of vehicle
trips required by DBSCAN is less than 10% of those required
by RNN.

VI. CONCLUSION

While increasing location privacy in LBS could protect
users’ data in case of breaches, it could also lead to security
issues for users while using these systems, arising the question
of which aspect should be prioritized. In this paper we
investigate the tradeoff between security and location privacy
in the context of ride-hailing services, by examining the impact
of location data privacy-preservation on the performance of
the anomaly detectors. For identifying anomalous trips, we

used a Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN) and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
framework, while to guarantee location privacy, we perturbed
the original trip data by applying two dimensional Laplace
noise, considering both the individual location (location-based
perturbation), and the potential temporal correlations between
locations within the same trajectory (trajectory-based pertur-
bation). We also investigated the effect on the detectors of
shifting O-D pairs. The results clearly show that while the level
of privacy increases, by increasing the perturbation noise, the
capacity for the system to identify anomalies could decrease
quite sensibly, especially when using the clustering.

The general insights from the experimental evaluation are:
i) Unsupervised learning techniques building on deep neural
networks are more robust to differential location privacy
than unsupervised learning techniques based on clustering
techniques; ii) The privacy and security tradeoff is different
between neural networks and clustering approaches for ve-
hicle routes with origin-destination pairs not present in the
original datasets. However, the impact is less obvious for
neural networks than for clustering; iii) While neural networks
are more robust to differential privacy noise than clustering,
clustering-based methods detectors are still good candidates
for anomaly detection when the size of the dataset is small
(e.g., in the magnitude of 10 to 100 thousand trips but less
than one million). The reason is that clustering models can
be applied directly without training, while neural networks in
our experiments requires a dataset with more than one hundred
million trips for training.

The case study provides a concrete example of the tradeoff
between the utility and the risk of location data collected
from real-world crowd sensing platforms [54]. This enables
more effective evidence-based policy-making in laws and
regulations for location data privacy. On one hand, an LBS
customer should be given the option of selecting the level of
privacy protection (s)he prefers. On the other hand, the po-
tential influence of deploying privacy-preservation techniques
on mobility services should be well understood. In addition
to requiring mobility service providers to communicate the
potential security risks and let customers be aware of the
collection of their location data, policy makers may provide
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(a) (c, q)=(300m,0.5) (b) (c, q)=(500m,0.7) (c) (c, q)=(700m,1.0)

Fig. 7: The influence of origin-destination locations on the classification accuracy of DBSCAN for different values of malicious
intent.

(a) (c, q)=(300m,0.5) (b) (c, q)=(500m,0.7) (c) (c, q)=(700m,1.0)

Fig. 8: The influence of origin-destination locations on the classification accuracy of RNN for different values of malicious
intent.

more guidance on how companies may adapt to customers’
different levels of privacy needs when deciding on their
privacy protection solutions.

Our future work will further explore the tradeoff between
cyber-security and privacy from both policy and technical per-
spectives. For policy-making, we will investigate visualization
tools for effectively communicating complex mathematical
concept in location privacy, such as ε for differential privacy, to
customers, developers of mobile sensing platforms, and policy
makers. For technological development, we will compare
differential privacy with other location masking techniques and
their influence on anomaly detectors.
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